
JERSEY LOMELLINA for fasfyÈM

TRENDSETTING GREEN

JERSEY LOMELLINA CONTINUES TO OPERATE IN FAVOUR OF THE ENVIRONMENT WITH THE RENEW FAMILY,

A RANGE OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE FASHION FABRICS MADE OF ECONYL®, A 100% REGENERATED NYLON
YARN DERIVED FROM WASTE. THE VERY LATEST INCLUDE RENEW FOLK, RENEW WAVE AND RENEW TECHNO

Sustainability is not a fad. Nor is it a

marketing gimmick. For Jersey Lomel-

lina, a prominent specialist of circular

knitted fabrics, it is a concrete and ve-

rifiable process for the protection of the

sea and environment which first star-

ted a few years ago with the launch of

the Renew collections made of Eco-

nyl®. A 100% regenerated nylon yarn

from industriai plastic components,

recovered through a complex physi-

cal-chemical process, are ali turned

into latest generation, functional and

glamorous fabrics, suitable for bea-

chwear, activewear and outdoorwear.

Because tackling the complex issue of

the environment is an emergency: in-

stitutional sources like Fao and Unep

speak of 8 million tons of waste ending

up in the sea every year and 640 thou-

sand tons of fishing nets abandoned in

the oceans. The time is ripe for Renew,

responsible fabrics available in three

new cool variants: Renew Folk, Renew

Wave and Renew Techno. The first bie-

lastic, soft and anti UV Econyl® polya-

mide fabric is characterised by a fun-

ctional and elegant, fiat, shiny, ribbed

structure, designed for sunny and vi-

brant beachwear but also suitable for a

total look, used alone or matched with

smooth-textured fabrics like Renew

Shine, recommended in particular for

drapery construction. The other new

entry, Wave, also contains Econyl®

and presents a textured, full-bodied

and vaguely three-dimensional surfa-

ce which creates intriguing light and

shadow effects, for youthful fashionista

beachwear. In addition to these polya-

mide-based fabrics, Renew Techno is

the first polyester version of the dyna-

sty, made of Ecoantex yarn obtained

from the processing of post-industrial

and post-consumer waste, such as

plastic bottles and film, perfect for the

active world. Along with the aforemen-

tioned versions, the Renew range also

includes Cult (champion against pilling

and abrasions), Fine (the ultra-soft se-

cond skin), Prime (compact sporty, for

perfect muscular compression), Style

(breathable and fast-drying) and Style

Peach (with a velvety hand).
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